Jack and the Beanstalk Craft

Grow your own beanstalk!

1) Use the soil to fill the bottom couple inches of the cd case. (The bottom is the part with the hinge where the case folds.)
2) Place the beans in the middle of the soil.
3) Carefully close the cd case and secure it with tape or a rubber band.
4) Look at the top of the cd case to find the small holes where you can water the bean and give it a little water.
5) Stand the cd case in a place where it will get light but not direct sunlight as this could overheat the bean.
6) Keep the soil moist but not overly wet. In a few days you should start to see changes!
7) When your bean plant is starting to reach the top of the cd case it is time to move it to a larger container or outside. Good Luck!

We’d love to see a photo of your beanstalk, send it to us at ask@tadl.org!

Find more summer fun at tadl.org/summer-reading!